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PURPOSE. The effective management of glaucoma is hindered by an incomplete understanding of its pathologic mechanism. While important, intraocular pressure (IOP) alone is inadequate in explaining glaucoma. Non-IOP-mediated risk factors such as cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) pressure have been reported to contribute to glaucomatous optic neuropathy. Due to the difficulty associated with experimental measurement of the salient variables, such as the translaminar pressure gradient (TLPG), hypothesized to be a critical factor in the development of glaucoma.

METHOD. An integrated compartmental model describing the intracranial and orbital CSF dynamics, coupled with intraocular dynamics, is developed based on first principles of fluid mechanics. A sensitivity analysis is performed to identify anatomic characteristics that significantly affect the retrobulbar subarachnoid space (RSAS) pressure and, consequently, the TLPG.

RESULTS. Of the 28 parameters considered, the RSAS pressure is most sensitive to CSF flow resistance in the optic nerve SAS and the potential lymphatic outflow from the optic nerve SAS into the orbital space. A parametric study demonstrates that a combination of resistance in the range of $1.600 \times 10^{12} - 1.930 \times 10^{12}$ Pa s/m$^3$ (200.0 – 241.3 mm Hg min/mL) with 5% to 10% lymphatic CSF outflow yields RSAS pressures that are consistent with the limited number of studies in the literature.

CONCLUSIONS. The results suggest that a small percentage of lymphatic CSF outflow through the optic nerve SAS is likely. In addition, flow resistance in the orbital CSF space, hypothesized to be a function of patient-specific optic nerve SAS architecture and optic canal geometry, is a critical parameter in regulating the RSAS pressure and TLPG.
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It is estimated that about 5.9 million people will be bilaterally blind from primary open angle glaucoma (POAG) by 2020, making glaucoma second only to cataract among visual disorders. The disease is often characterized by elevated intraocular pressure (IOP). However, a significant subset of POAG patients were reported to have a statistically normal IOP, a condition called normal tension glaucoma (NTG). Although it is accepted that IOP reduction alters the progression of glaucoma, it has been reported in some cases that the disease continues to progress even after the IOP has been lowered. This indicates that factors other than an elevated IOP play a role in the progression of glaucoma. Based on the observations that the ICP is lower in patients suffering from NTG as compared to nonglaucomatous control subjects, recent studies suggest that the difference between IOP and intracranial pressure (ICP) may play a crucial role in understanding the progression of glaucoma. The current work is predicated upon the hypothesis that the TLPG is not a simple function of IOP and intracranial or spinal (lumbar puncture) pressure, but is influenced by the CSF pressure immediately adjacent to the posterior sclera (here, referred to as RSAS pressure).

Experimental determination of CSF compartmental pressures and flow is prohibitively difficult and invasive. The optic nerve SAS, in particular, is arguably the most important compartment in CSF-related ophthalmic diseases while simultaneously being one of the most difficult to experimentally access. Therefore, investigations into the factors contributing to the role of TLPG in glaucoma should, at minimum, be based on the most important TLPG-governing variables derived from the first principles of fluid mechanics. To that end, the aim of this work is to identify patient-specific variables that contribute most significantly to RSAS pressure through a compartmental model that is consistent with first principles of fluid mechanics. In this paper, the “optic nerve SAS” refers to the entire SAS surrounding the optic nerve, while “RSAS” is the portion of the optic nerve SAS that is immediately posterior to the lamina cribrosa. The RSAS can be thought of as coinciding with the bulbar region which extends 3 mm beyond the lamina cribrosa.
Compartmental models have been used in the past to study intracranial dynamics, the effects of autoregulation, and for estimating model parameters (resistances and compliances).\textsuperscript{16–22} Similarly, human eye compartmental models have been developed to investigate the relationship between the IOP and retinal hemodynamics\textsuperscript{23} and the effect of altered cranial and systemic pressures due to gravitational changes on the IOP.\textsuperscript{24} Recently, a three-dimensional pressure-dependent outflow model was proposed to estimate TLPG in the optic nerve head.\textsuperscript{25} In the present study, an integrated compartmental model of the intracranial and intraocular dynamics is developed (Fig. 1), followed by a sensitivity analysis and parametric study designed to evaluate the role of individual parameters in RSAS pressure variation.

**METHODS**

A schematic diagram of the developed compartmental model is shown in Figure 1. The intracranial and intraocular regions are divided into eleven compartments. The pressures in the compartments representing the central artery and the central vein act as the inputs for the mathematical model. The intracranial vascular compartments are lumped together into intracranial arteries, capillaries and venous sinus. The CSF circulation is described in a comprehensive review by Sakka et al.\textsuperscript{26} The CSF flow is pulsatile and triggered by the systolic pulse wave in choroidal arteries, which are responsible for perfusing the choroid plexus for CSF production. This is represented in the model by the flow from the capillary compartment to the ventricular CSF compartment. In the SAS, the CSF circulates rostrally to the villous sites of absorption in the venous sinus or caudally to the spinal arachnoid villi. To differentiate the RSAS pressure from the lumped SAS pressure, a separate compartment for the optic nerve SAS is added. This is done because the size of the optic canal and the complex architecture within the optic nerve SAS contribute to a restriction in CSF flow, yielding an RSAS pressure that is different from the lumped SAS pressure. The intraocular space does not significantly exchange fluid with the adjacent RSAS,\textsuperscript{27,28} but the IOP can be influenced through the deformation of the lamina cribrosa driven by the pressure difference between these compartments. Separate compartments for the vascular and aqueous humor are included to account for the change in the intraocular space volume corresponding to changes influenced by their dynamics within the eye. Mass balance equations are formulated for each compartment, resulting in a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) that describe the flow of blood and CSF within the model. The system of ODEs is solved using the built-in computing software (MATLAB ODE solver, ODE15S, MATLAB R2017b; MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) to obtain the temporal variation of pressure in each compartment. Prior to solving the ODEs, it is necessary to establish model parameters. These parameters are primarily the lumped resistances between the compartments for pressure driven flows, and the compliances which relate volume changes to pressure changes. They are representative of anatomic features that act as flow restrictions or shared deformable boundaries, respectively.

Lumped parameter compartmental models are characterized by uniform pressure within each compartment. In the current model, all parameters are chosen based on the supine position; changes in position are not taken into account. All fluids are assumed to be incompressible and isothermal. The system of equations for the dependent variables (lumped compartmental pressures) is derived by applying the mass conservation law to each compartment. The rate of change of volume ($dV/dt$) is related to the fluid flowing in ($Q_{in}$) and flowing out ($Q_{out}$), as follows

$$
\frac{dV}{dt} = Q_{in} - Q_{out} \tag{1}
$$

Pressure driven flow for laminar fluids between two compartments is given by

$$
Q_{ij} = \frac{P_i - P_j}{R_{ij}} \tag{2}
$$

where $Q_{ij}$ is the flow from the $i^{th}$ compartment to the $j^{th}$ compartment with the lumped resistance, $R_{ij}$, between the
two compartments. \( P_i \) and \( P_j \) are the lumped compartmental pressures. The change in the compartmental volume can also be represented using the compliance \( C_{ij} \) of the membrane separating the \( i \)th and the \( j \)th compartment. From symmetry one obtains the finding that \( C_{ij} = C_{ji} \).

\[
d\frac{dV}{dt} = C_{ij} \frac{d(P_i - P_j)}{dt} \tag{3}
\]

where \( P_i - P_j \) represents the pressure difference across this membrane. Using Equations 1 through 3 yields the following system of equations of seven ODEs and one algebraic equation.

**For the Intracranial Artery Compartment**

\[
C_{24} \frac{d(P_2 - P_A)}{dt} + C_{27} \frac{d(P_2 - P_S)}{dt} = \frac{P_1}{R_{12}} \left( \frac{P_2}{R_{25}} - \frac{P_S}{R_{36}} \right) - \frac{P_5}{R_{56}} \left( \frac{P_3}{R_{56}} - \frac{P_6}{R_{56}} \right) \tag{4}
\]

**Capillary Compartment**

\[
0 = \left( \frac{P_2}{R_{25}} - \frac{P_3}{R_{36}} \right) - \frac{P_5}{R_{56}} \left( \frac{P_3}{R_{56}} - \frac{P_6}{R_{56}} \right) - Q_{CSF} \tag{5}
\]

The capillary compartment is assumed to be nondeformable and hence the compliances between compartments 3 and 7, and 3 and 5 are not considered in the model.\(^{18}\) A constant pressure difference is maintained between capillaries and the ventricular CSF (compartments 3 and 4) to maintain a constant production rate of CSF (\( Q_{CSF} \)).\(^{21}\) Consequently, since there is no change in the pressure difference between these two compartments, the term \( C_{35} \frac{d(P_3 - P_4)}{dt} \) becomes zero. This reduces the left-hand side of Equation 5 to zero. Since the production rate of CSF is assumed to be independent of the pressure difference, it is not modeled as given by Equation 2, but rather considered as a constant.

**Ventricular CSF Compartment**

\[
C_{24} \frac{d(P_2 - P_A)}{dt} + C_{47} \frac{d(P_4 - P_2)}{dt} = Q_{CSF} - \left( \frac{P_4}{R_{56}} - \frac{P_5}{R_{56}} \right) \tag{6}
\]

**SAS Compartment**

\[
C_{56} \frac{d(P_5 - P_6)}{dt} + C_{51} \frac{d(P_5 - P_1)}{dt} + C_{511} \frac{d(P_5 - P_{11})}{dt} + C_{57} \frac{d(P_5 - P_7)}{dt} = \left( \frac{P_4}{R_{56}} - \frac{P_5}{R_{56}} \right) - \left( \frac{P_5}{R_{56}} - \frac{P_6}{R_{56}} \right) - \left( \frac{P_5}{R_{511}} - \frac{P_{11}}{R_{511}} \right) - \left( \frac{P_5}{R_{58}} - \frac{P_6}{R_{58}} \right) \tag{7}
\]

The central vein pressure (\( P_{IV} \)) is assumed to be a constant value of 399.967 Pa (3 mm Hg).\(^{22}\) and hence the corresponding derivative with respect to time is assumed to be negligible (\( \frac{dP_{IV}}{dt} \approx 0 \)).

**Venous Sinus Compartment**

\[
C_{56} \frac{d(P_6 - P_5)}{dt} = \left( \frac{P_5}{R_{56}} - \frac{P_6}{R_{56}} \right) + \left( \frac{P_5}{R_{56}} - \frac{P_6}{R_{56}} \right) - \left( \frac{P_5}{R_{56}} - \frac{P_6}{R_{56}} \right) \tag{8}
\]

**Brain Tissue Compartment**

\[
C_{27} \frac{d(P_2 - P_3)}{dt} + C_{47} \frac{d(P_2 - P_4)}{dt} + C_{57} \frac{d(P_2 - P_5)}{dt} = 0 \tag{9}
\]

**RSAS Compartment**

\[
C_{GNS} \frac{d(P_8 - P_{GTP})}{dt} + C_{G9} \frac{d(P_8 - P_9)}{dt} = \left( \frac{P_5}{R_{58}} - \frac{P_8}{R_{58}} \right) - Q_{lymph} \tag{10}
\]

\( C_{GNS} \) is the compliance of the optic nerve sheath (ONS). The pressure outside the ONS is equivalent to the physiologic orbital tissue pressure (\( P_{GTP} \)) which is assumed to be a constant value.\(^{29,30}\) This results in the derivative term associated with the orbital tissue pressure being negligible (\( \frac{dP_{GTP}}{dt} \approx 0 \)). \( Q_{lymph} \) is the assumed lymphatic CSF outflow from the optic nerve SAS. Traditionally, it has been accepted that the majority of the CSF outflow takes place through the arachnoid granulations.\(^{26}\) However, animal studies have suggested the possibility of CSF drainage through the lymphatic system.\(^{31–42}\) Additionally, through histologic studies, Killer et al.\(^{43}\) showed the presence of lymphatic capillaries in humans, predominantly located in the bulbar part of the optic nerve SAS.

**Intraocular Compartment**

The change in the intraocular compartment volume is formulated as outlined in Ref. 24 to obtain Equation 11. Detailed derivation is provided in the supplementary information.

\[
C_{G9} \frac{d(P_9 - P_{a})}{dt} + C_{dhe} \frac{dP_2}{dt} + C_{a} \frac{dP_9}{dt} - C_{ag} \frac{dP_{CRA}}{dt} - C_{ag} \frac{dP_{CRV}}{dt} = Q_{in} - Q_{out} \tag{11}
\]

\( C_{dhe} \) is the compliance of the corneoscleral shell and the extraocular pressure, which is external to this membrane and is assumed to be constant. \( C_a \) is defined as the total compliance of the intraocular vascular compartment with the globe. It can be formulated as the sum of the compliances associated with intraocular arteries (\( C_{ag} \)) and veins (\( C_{ag} \)) with the globe. \( P_{CRA} \) and \( P_{CRV} \) are the time varying central retinal artery and central retinal vein pressures, respectively, as shown in Figure 2. The waveforms for \( P_{CRA} \) and \( P_{CRV} \) at the control state are fitted using discrete Fourier series from the data given by Guidoboni et al.\(^ {21}\) where the pressures are formulated through an inverse problem based on blood velocity measurements in the central retinal artery and central
retinal vein. The vascular system of the eye is far more complicated than just central retinal artery and vein pressures. The choroid, for example, represents an important contribution to ocular blood flow. However, due to the paucity of relevant literature, we have chosen to neglect the choroidal contribution within our model. Qaq,in is assumed to be constant while Qaq,out is a function of the aqueous outflow facility (Ctm), uveoscleral outflow rate (Quv), IOP and episcleral venous pressure (EVP). The system of seven ODEs given by Equations 4, 6 through 11, and one algebraic Equation 5, is reorganized as shown in Equation 12.

\[
m(t, P) \frac{dp}{dt} = zP + f(t, P),
\]

where \( m(t, P) \), \( \frac{dp}{dt} \), \( z \), \( P \) and \( f(t, P) \) are matrices which are shown below. The system of equations is numerically solved to evaluate compartmental pressures \( P_2, P_3, P_4, P_6, P_7, P_8 \), and \( P_9 \).

\[
m(t, P) = \begin{bmatrix}
C_{24} + C_{27} & -C_{24} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
-C_{24} & 0 & C_{34} + C_{47} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & C_{36} + C_{57} + C_{51} + C_{11} & -C_{56} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
-C_{27} & 0 & 0 & 0 & C_{27} + C_{47} + C_{57} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
dP = \begin{bmatrix}
P_2 \\
P_3 \\
P_4 \\
P_6 \\
P_8 \\
P_9
\end{bmatrix}, \quad P = \begin{bmatrix}
P_2 \\
P_3 \\
P_4 \\
P_6 \\
P_8 \\
P_9
\end{bmatrix}, \quad f(t, P) = \begin{bmatrix}
P_i \\
-Q_{CSF} \\
Q_{CSF} \\
C_{CS} \frac{dp_{CS}}{dt} + \frac{P_i}{R_{CS}} \\
-Q_{lymph} \\
(\frac{Q_{aq,in} - (Q_{uv} - C_{in}EVP)}{C_{aq}} + \frac{dP_2}{dt}) + \frac{dP_4}{dt} + \frac{dP_6}{dt} + \frac{dP_8}{dt} + \frac{dP_9}{dt}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
z = \begin{bmatrix}
-\left(\frac{1}{R_{21}} + \frac{1}{R_{23}}\right) & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\frac{1}{R_{23}} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\frac{1}{R_{23}} & -\left(\frac{1}{R_{34}} + \frac{1}{R_{35}}\right) & 0 & 0 & \frac{1}{R_{35}} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \frac{1}{R_{35}} & -\left(\frac{1}{R_{34}} + \frac{1}{R_{35}} + \frac{1}{R_{37}}\right) & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \frac{1}{R_{35}} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \frac{1}{R_{35}} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & \frac{1}{R_{35}} & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

**Model Parameters**

**Resistances**

All lumped resistance values, except for \( R_{36} \), are calculated using Equation 2 by substituting the values of mean pressure and mean flow rate. The mean pressures and flow rates used in the model are summarized in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. Not all mean flow rates between compartments are known, therefore estimates were made under the assumption that the compartmental volumes remain constant at mean states. This assumption implies that the mean inflow should equal the mean outflow for any particular compartment. Mean pressures for the intracranial compartments of an average human in the supine position are used for evaluating the intracranial resistances. The central artery and central vein pressures are taken as inputs for the model. The central vein pressure is assumed to be a constant value of 399.967 Pa (3 mm Hg). The central artery pressure signal given by Equation 13 and shown in Figure 3, was based on cine phase-contrast MRI measurements of a normal subject as enumerated by Linninger et al.
Factors Affecting Translaminar Pressure Gradient

### Table 1. Mean Compartmental Pressures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compartment</th>
<th>Mean Pressure in Pa (mm Hg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central artery ($P_{c1}$)</td>
<td>$13.64 \times 10^3$ (102.34 mm Hg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intracranial artery ($P_{c2}$)</td>
<td>$10.67 \times 10^3$ (80 mm Hg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capillaries ($P_{c3}$)</td>
<td>$2.666 \times 10^3$ (20 mm Hg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventricular CSF ($P_{c4}$)</td>
<td>$1.333 \times 10^3$ (10 mm Hg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS ($P_{c5}$)</td>
<td>$1.199 \times 10^3$ (9 mm Hg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venous sinus ($P_{c6}$)</td>
<td>$0.839 \times 10^3$ (6.3 mm Hg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain tissue ($P_{c7}$)</td>
<td>$1.266 \times 10^3$ (9.5 mm Hg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraocular space ($P_{c8}$)</td>
<td>$1.999 \times 10^3$ (15 mm Hg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central vein ($P_{c11}$)</td>
<td>$0.399 \times 10^3$ (3 mm Hg)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*“SAS” in our paper corresponds to extraventricular space as it appears in Ref. 14.

\[
P_l = a_0[1 + \sum_{k=1}^8 a_k \cos(\omega t) + \sum_{k=1}^8 a_k \sin(\omega t)], \omega = 2k\pi, k = 1, 2, \ldots, 8 \tag{13}
\]

\[
a_1, \ldots, a_8 = (-0.0345, -0.0511, -0.0267, -0.0111, -0.0013, 0.0050, 0.0027, 0.0061)
\]

\[
b_1, \ldots, b_8 = (0.1009, 0.0284, -0.0160, -0.0070, -0.0174, -0.0041, -0.0041, 0.0005)
\]

\[
c_0 = 102.533
\]

The architecture of the optic nerve SAS has been shown to have numerous trabeculae, septae and pillars. Based on the work of Killer et al. as well as using the closed form solutions for permeability given by Westhuizen and Du Plessis, the lumped resistance ($R_{ls}$) offered to the CSF flow by this meshwork is estimated as follows. Since the mean flow rate of the CSF flowing into and out of the optic nerve SAS is not known, $R_{ls}$, is estimated assuming the flow can be approximated as flow through a porous medium described by Darcy’s law:

\[
R = \frac{\mu L}{k_A} \tag{14}
\]

where $\mu$ is the viscosity of the CSF, $L$ is the length over which the pressure drop occurs, $k$ is the permeability and $A$ is the area of cross-section of the optic nerve SAS. The viscosity of the CSF is assumed to be equal to that of water. The length of the optic nerve SAS is reported to be 40 to 50 mm and is divided into four main regions: intraocular, midorbital, intracanalicular, and intracranial. The cross-sectional area of each region is estimated from the optic nerve sheath diameter values reported at distances of 3, 9, and 15 mm behind the globe. The optic nerve diameter and optic nerve sheath diameter values reported for the control group in Ref. 55 are used to estimate the area of cross-section within each region. Since the structure and density of the arachnoid trabeculae in the three segments varies, the resistances for each segment were calculated separately based on their respective permeabilities. The permeability is estimated by assuming an idealized geometry wherein the trabeculae were considered to be straight cylindrical pillars, extending normally from the arachnoid layer to the pia layer. This idealized representation of the SAS can be compared to a bed with unidirectional fibers, for which the analytical solutions for longitudinal and transverse permeability exist. The longitudinal and transverse permeabilities for each of the three segments are calculated using Equations 15 and 16 and the corresponding resistance is calculated using Equation 14:

\[
k_l = \frac{\pi r^2}{24(1 - \phi)^{3/2}} \tag{15}
\]

\[
k_t = \frac{\pi \phi (1 - \sqrt{\phi}) r^2}{48(1 - \phi)^2} \tag{16}
\]

where $k_l$ and $k_t$ are the longitudinal and transverse permeabilities, respectively, $\phi$ is the porosity and $r$ is the cross-sectional radius of the fibers. The porosity for the intracranial SAS is reported to be 0.99 in some studies. However, since an exact value for the porosity of the optic nerve SAS is not known, the porosity is varied from 0.5–0.9. Based on the work of Killer et al., the bulbar region is characterized by round trabeculae with their profiles varying from 5 to 7 μm. An average diameter of 6 μm is assumed to estimate the resistance of this region. The midorbital region has large perforations interspersed with broad septae with an average diameter of 20 μm, while the intracanalicular region has mostly continuous SAS with pillars of approximately 25 μμm diameter. Using the values for the anatomy of the optic nerve SAS and the radii of the trabeculae, septae and pillars, the resistance values for the three segments were estimated. Since the porosity values for each segment are not currently known, the lumped resistance ($R_{ls}$) would not be a simple sum of the individual resistances of each segment at one particular porosity. Based on the histologic study carried out by Killer et al., the porosity of the optic nerve SAS increases from the bulbar segment towards the
intracanalicular segment. Due to the difficulty associated with characterizing the porosity of each segment, $R_{os}$ is varied from its possible estimated minimum value to its maximum value in order to see its effect on the resulting RSAS pressure. The minimum value of $6.752 \times 10^3$ Pa s/m$^3$ (0.844 mm Hg min/mL) is obtained by adding the longitudinal resistances at a porosity of 0.9 in all segments and similarly, the maximum value of $2.409 \times 10^{12}$ Pa s/m$^3$ (301.162 mm Hg min/mL) is obtained by adding the transverse resistances at a porosity of 0.5.

Compliances

Compliance is the quantification of the ease with which a membrane separating two compartments deforms to allow an increase in the volume to accommodate an increase in pressure in either of the two compartments. The intracranial compliances are assumed to be constants, and are calculated using mean compartmental pressures.\textsuperscript{23,25,26} The lumped compliance of the ONS is located in the RSAS compartment as the sheath expansion is predominantly seen in the anterior portion, while the posterior portion exhibits smaller or even no discernible dilation.\textsuperscript{29,54,55} The compliance associated with the ONS is estimated to be $4.285 \times 10^{-12}$ m$^3$ (Pa (0.571 $\times 10^{-3}$ mL/mm Hg)) from an experimental study carried out by Hansen et al.\textsuperscript{29} Optic nerve sheath diameter (ONSD) values at 3 mm distance from the lamina cribrosa, as reported in the study, were used to compute the corresponding change in volume over a length of 3 mm. The change in volume was then divided by the mean pressure difference corresponding to the ONSD changes in Ref. 29 to obtain the compliance of the ONS.

The compliance of the lamina cribrosa ($C_{bg}$) between the optic nerve SAS and intracranial compartment is taken to be $8.251 \times 10^{-13}$ m$^3$/Pa (1.1 $\times 10^{-6}$ mL/mm Hg).\textsuperscript{24} As outlined in Ref. 24, the summation of the compliance of the lamina cribrosa ($C_{bg}$), the compliance of the corneoscleral shell ($C_{abd}$) and the compliance of the intracanalicular vascular compartment with the globe ($C_{g}$), can be considered as the in vivo globe compliance ($C_{g invevivo}$). Thus, $C_{g invevivo} = C_{bg} + C_{abd} + C_{g}$ can be substituted in $m(t, P)$, where $C_{g invevivo}$ is included in the model as given by Equation 17.

\[
C_{g invevivo} = V_g = \frac{C_1}{P_0} + C_2
\]

where $V_g$ is the average globe starting volume, considered to be $6.500 \times 10^{-3}$ m$^3$ (6.5 mL) and $C_1$ and $C_2$ are empirical constants $4.87 \times 10^{-3}$ and $2.925 \times 10^{-2}$ Pa$^{-1}$ ($3.9 \times 10^{-2}$ mm Hg$^{-1}$), respectively.

The compliance $C_{bg}$ can be separated into its respective arterial ($C_{a}$) and venous compliance ($C_{v}$) using a factor $\omega = 0.7$. The $C_{bg}$ is assumed to be constant with respect to changing IOP ($P_0$), while $C_{b}$ is a function of IOP ($P_0$) and are calculated using Equation 18.\textsuperscript{24}

\[
C_{bg} = (1 - \omega)C_{bg0}
\]

\[
C_{bg0} = \omega C_{vbg0}
\]

and

\[
C_{bg} = C_{bg0} + \Delta C_{bg}
\]

where $C_{bg0} = V_g = \frac{C_1}{P_0} + C_2 - \frac{1}{kP_0}$

assuming normal IOP, $P_0 = 2.000 \times 10^3$ Pa (15 mm Hg) and the nondimensional globe stiffness, $k = 312$.\textsuperscript{24}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_{12}$</td>
<td>$2.383 \times 10^9$ Pa s/m$^3$ (0.0298 mm Hg/mL/min)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{23}$</td>
<td>$6.399 \times 10^9$ Pa s/m$^3$ (0.080 mm Hg/min)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{36}$</td>
<td>$1.462 \times 10^9$ Pa s/m$^3$ (0.0185 mm Hg/min)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{45}$</td>
<td>$2.286 \times 10^{10}$ Pa s/m$^3$ (2.8571 mm Hg/min)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{56}$</td>
<td>$7.714 \times 10^{10}$ Pa s/m$^3$ (9.6429 mm Hg/min)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{11}$</td>
<td>$1.371 \times 10^9$ Pa s/m$^3$ (85.7143 mm Hg/min)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{66}$</td>
<td>$3.520 \times 10^{12}$ Pa s/m$^3$ (0.0044 mm Hg/mL)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{86}$</td>
<td>$1.688 \times 10^{12}$ Pa s/m$^3$ (210.985 mm Hg min/mL)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{g}$</td>
<td>$1.572 \times 10^{-16}$ m$^3$/Pa (0.0209523 mm Hg)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{v}$</td>
<td>$1.965 \times 10^{-10}$ m$^3$/Pa (0.0261999 mm Hg)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{mt}$</td>
<td>$2.719 \times 10^{-10}$ m$^3$/Pa (0.0362555 mm Hg)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{tm}$</td>
<td>$9.573 \times 10^{-9}$ m$^3$/Pa (1.27626 mm Hg)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{mt}$</td>
<td>$1.028 \times 10^{-9}$ m$^3$/Pa (0.137057 mm Hg)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{g}$</td>
<td>$4.286 \times 10^{-11}$ m$^3$/Pa (0.00571427 mm Hg)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{v}$</td>
<td>$1.507 \times 10^{-9}$ m$^3$/Pa (0.209036 mm Hg)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{os}$</td>
<td>$4.283 \times 10^{-12}$ m$^3$/Pa (0.000571 mm Hg)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{lymph}$</td>
<td>$8.251 \times 10^{-13}$ m$^3$/Pa (1.1 $\times 10^{-6}$ mm Hg)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{in}$</td>
<td>$3.653 \times 10^{-12}$ m$^3$/Pa$^{-1}$ (4.87 $\times 10^{-7}$ mm Hg$^{-1}$)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{in}$</td>
<td>$2.925 \times 10^{-12}$ m$^3$/Pa$^{-1}$ (3.9 $\times 10^{-7}$ mm Hg$^{-1}$)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{g0}$</td>
<td>$6.500 \times 10^{-6}$ m$^3$ (6.5 mL)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_0$</td>
<td>0.724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_A$</td>
<td>312.24 (Non-dimensional globe stiffness)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{om}$</td>
<td>$3.750 \times 10^{-14}$ m$^3$/Pa$s$ (0.3 $\times 10^{-5}$ mm Hg min)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{in}$</td>
<td>$4.000 \times 10^{-11}$ m$^3$/Pa$^{-1}$ (2.4 $\times 10^{-3}$ mm Hg min)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{in}$</td>
<td>$6.667 \times 10^{-12}$ m$^3$/Pa$^{-1}$ (0.4 $\times 10^{-3}$ mm Hg min)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{in}$</td>
<td>$5.833 \times 10^{-10}$ m$^3$/Pa$^{-1}$ (0.35 mm Hg min)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{in}$</td>
<td>$6.467 \times 10^{-10}$ m$^3$/Pa$^{-1}$ (0.028 mL/min)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$EVP$</td>
<td>933.254 Pa (7 mm Hg)$^{21}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The range for $R_{os}$ is estimated as highlighted in the section on Resistance under Model Parameters. The above value for $R_{os}$ in conjunction with $Q_{lymph}$ generated RSAS pressures reported by Liu and Kahn.\textsuperscript{21}  
† The above value for $Q_{lymph}$ is estimated based on qualitative evidence\textsuperscript{53–52} and such that it generated RSAS pressures reported by Liu and Kahn,\textsuperscript{11} which is discussed in detail in the “Results” section.

**Results**

A sensitivity analysis of the model was carried out to determine how each of the 28 parameters, which are summarized in Table 3, affect the RSAS pressure. The method outlined by Huson\textsuperscript{58} was followed with minor adjustments to determine the most sensitive parameters. Since physiologic data for some of the parameters, especially those associated with the optic nerve SAS, are unknown, the analysis incorporates the assumption that uncertainty about the baseline parameter values is represented by uniform distributions, with a range of ±30% of the baseline value.\textsuperscript{59} Latin hypercube sampling was used to take samples of each parameter individually. A total of 1000 samples of each of the 28 parameters were generated, such that the sample size was much larger than the number of parameters, to ensure accuracy.\textsuperscript{79} Sensitivity coefficients of 5%, as described by Huson,\textsuperscript{58} were calculated for all eight output compartmental pressures with respect to each of the parameters. The values of the 5% sensitivity coefficients are bounded by 0 and 1, with a higher value indicating that a greater proportion of the generated output pressures lie outside the range of ±5% of the corresponding mean pressure value. The RSAS pressure is affected by $R_{12}$, $R_{23}$, $R_{66}$, $R_{36}$, and $Q_{lymph}$ with the 5% sensitivity coefficients for each being 0.44, 0.53, 0.77, 0.89, and 0.90, respectively.
sensitivity coefficients in Figure 3 were computed by the finite difference approximation. Similar graphs were generated for other parameters which are included in the supplementary information. \( R_{12}, R_{23}, R_{611}, R_{58}, \) and \( Q_{\text{lymph}} \) were identified as the parameters that affected the RSAS pressure the most, which is consistent with the results obtained from the method outlined by Huson. Figure 4 shows that the RSAS pressure is most sensitive to the optic nerve SAS resistance \( (R_{58}) \) and the lymphatic CSF outflow \( (Q_{\text{lymph}}) \) through this space.

It was observed that in certain animals, such as cats and rabbits, up to 30% of CSF drains out through two major lymphatic pathways; one in the olfactory bulb and the other in the optic nerve SAS. However, due to the lack of an estimate for the portion of CSF which is draining out through the lymphatic system in the optic nerve SAS of humans, all potential outflow cases are investigated in this study. The assumed values range from 0% to 30% of the total CSF outflow in order to span the entire range of possibilities currently reported in the literature; ranging from no lymphatic CSF outflow to the entire outflow from the optic nerve SAS only. A parametric study was carried out by varying the optic nerve SAS resistance \( (R_{58}) \) from \( 6.752 \times 10^9 \) Pa s/m\(^3\) (0.844 mm Hg min/mL) to \( 2.409 \times 10^{12} \) Pa s/m\(^3\) (301.162 mm Hg min/mL), and the lymphatic outflow of the CSF from this region from 0% to 30% of the CSF outflow. This was done to investigate the resulting effects on the RSAS pressure and capture both limiting cases (the two extreme values of the parameters) of this mechanism. The resulting time-averaged RSAS pressure values are plotted as a surface plot in Figure 5. The RSAS pressure values reported by Liu and Kahn varied from 0 to 800.0 Pa (0–6 mm Hg). It can be seen from Figure 5 that the RSAS pressures over all ranges of resistances are greater than the maximum reported value of 800.0 Pa (6 mm Hg) when there is no lymphatic CSF outflow from the optic nerve SAS. This fluid mechanics-based observation supports the study carried out by Killer et al. who found evidence of lymphatic capillaries in the dura of the human optic nerve, suggesting the existence of some amount of lymphatic CSF drainage from the optic nerve SAS. In the scenario for no

**Figure 4.** Sensitivity coefficients for effect of \( R_{12}, R_{23}, R_{611}, R_{58}, \) and \( Q_{\text{lymph}} \) on RSAS pressure \( P_8 \).

**Figure 5.** Surface plot of the mean RSAS pressure values for varying resistance and outflow conditions.
lymphatic CSF outflow, the possibility of CSF moving out of the RSAS into the SAS is accounted for in the model. This movement of CSF depends on the direction of the pressure gradient between the RSAS and SAS compartments and a detailed explanation is provided in the supplementary information.

Figure 6 shows the variation in RSAS pressure for different CSF outflow conditions at a particular optic nerve SAS resistance. Figures 6A through 6C illustrate that for the particular resistances, the RSAS pressures lie within the reported range of 0 to 800.0 Pa (0–6 mm Hg) only for lymphatic CSF outflows of 5% to 10% through the optic nerve SAS. For the remaining outflow conditions, where the CSF outflow through the lymphatics in the optic nerve is less than 5% or greater than 10%, the RSAS pressures lie outside the reported range of values. This relatively small percentage of CSF outflow through the optic nerve lymphatic network is consistent with the numerous animal studies favoring the nasal lymphatics as the more significant outflow path.

Moreover, outflow tracts into the human lymphatic networks in the submucosa associated with the nasal epithelium have also been established. Based on the extensive literature, the bulk of the CSF drainage seems to take place through the nasal rather than optic nerve lymphatics. In contrast, Figure 6d illustrates that for a lower resistance, the majority of the CSF outflow (10%–25%) must be through the lymphatics in the optic nerve for the RSAS pressures to lie within the reported range (shaded region). This indicates that for a lower value of the resistance in this area, the RSAS pressures are consistent with the reported values, albeit with an increased CSF outflow through the lymphatics. This higher percentage of CSF outflow (10%–25%) through the optic nerve lymphatics required in such a scenario is contrary to the extensive experimental evidence that suggests that the nasal lymphatics are the primary outflow tract.

Although RSAS pressure is likely the most important compartmental pressure with respect to CSF-related ophthalmic disease, for completeness all compartmental pressures...
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CONCLUSIONS

The intent of this study was to identify the primary factors governing RSAS pressure through an integrated compartmental model describing the intracranial, vascular and intraocular dynamics. The RSAS pressure directly affects TLPG, which is hypothesized to play a role in the development of glaucoma. A sensitivity analysis revealed that the RSAS pressure is most affected by two variables: flow resistance in the optic nerve SAS ($R_{o}$) and the outflow of CSF ($Q_{lymph}$) from this space through the lymphatic system. Based on the results of the sensitivity analysis, a parametric study was performed to evaluate the effect of different optic nerve SAS resistances and outflow conditions on the RSAS pressure. Due to the complexity of the optic nerve SAS architecture, cross-sectional area variations, and potential flow restriction offered by the optic canal, the optic nerve SAS resistance is likely to vary considerably from person to person. It was observed that when there was no lymphatic outflow of CSF, the model consistently predicted higher RSAS pressure values than those reported in literature, over the entire range of physiologically reasonable resistances. This observation suggested that modest CSF outflow through the lymphatic system in the optic nerve is likely, as reported by other researchers. Resistance in the range of $1.600 \times 10^{12}$ Pa s/m$^3$ (201.1 mm Hg min/ml) to $1.909 \times 10^{12}$ Pa s/m$^3$ (238.6 mm Hg min/ml), and lymphatic CSF outflow in the range of 5% to 10% were required to generate RSAS pressures consistent with fluid mechanics and with RSAS pressure ranges reported in the literature. These results highlight the clinical relevance of lymphatic outflow in this region and the flow resistance between the intracranial and RSAS compartment. The results further suggest that any person-to-person variation in these variables should be an important consideration in investigations of TLPG-related mechanisms of glaucoma development.

The proposed model has a number of limitations. The model is linear and assumes constant compliances and resistances. Additionally, all the parameters used in the model are valid for humans in supine position and do not take into account the effect of posture on the pressures, and the flow of blood and CSF in the body. Linear compartmental models assuming supine conditions for all baseline parameters have been developed in the past. While this linear model does not describe complex phenomena such as autoregulation or consider the effects of posture, it does provide a useful method to investigate the parameters that affect the TLPG and their relative importance. Additionally, there are various limitations associated with the cadaver study referenced for the reported values of RSAS pressure. Among the issues that may limit the extrapolation of experimental parameters in the cadaver study to the general, living population are: the lack of respiration, the...
freshness of the cadavers and the associated effects on tissue properties, and the inability to confidently define average optic nerve space characteristics due to the limited number of cadavers used. These limitations are partially mitigated in the proposed model by using a range of parameter values that generate RSAS pressures not limited to those reported in the cadaver study. Additionally, the model is not configured to incorporate artificially induced variation in other compartment pressures such as ventricles. Hence, a direct comparison with the results of living animal studies, correlating the ventricular pressure to the RSAS pressure is not possible. Currently, there are limited experimental studies that give reliable estimates of the physiologic parameters for the critical optic nerve SAS. The lack of reliable experimental measurements and the difficulty associated with experimental characterization of brain tissue is a challenge faced by all mathematical models of this type, and a primary reason for their necessity. The accuracy of the model would be substantially improved with the addition of reliable experimental characterization of a physiologic baseline for parameters such as the porosity of the optic nerve SAS, compliance of the ONS, or the proportion of CSF outflow through the lymphatics in the optic nerve. This is reflected in the sensitivity analysis, where the parameters were varied individually, although there is a chance that they may be dependent on each other. This approach, while based on several simplifications and assumptions, permits the identification of parameters critical to the RSAS pressure with considerable confidence. In addition to the insights derived from the model’s behavior, the relative importance of each parameter may serve to inform the direction and focus of future experimental studies and, subsequently, the development of more complex and physiologically accurate models.
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